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SG appointments face challenge Friday
By Ra y Wolf
Oracle Staff Writer
Student G overnment (SG)
Pres. Mark Adams said today
that a recently-filed request
which would . require John
Hogg, SG vice president, to
cancel all student legislative
appointments he has made, is
action directed against the
office, not against Hogg.
"T his is action against the
office of the ·vice president, not
personal action against John,"
Adams said.
A ·request submitted ·by SG
-A ttorney General Chris
Andriacchi last Friday asked
that a writ of mandamus be

Hogg

... defendent
issued to requ1re Hogg to
cancel·all student appointments
he has made to the legislature.
Andriacchi explained the
reason behind the request.

If acted upon favorably,
Andriacchi 's - request
w ill
invalidate the entire list of
amendments passed in the
student referendum vote of
Oct. 20, 971. The amendments
included the student bill of .
rights, terms of office and the
- right to appoint replacement
senators.

"The referendum was not
legal in that the amendments
were not ratified by the
President of the Un.iversity and
they .were not published for
public -kno wledge one week
prior to- the vote. T he 196 7
constitution stipulates both of
these conditions must be met
fo r an amern;lment to become
legal ," she said.
Although not named in the
request, those appointed by
Hogg this year includ~ John
Kilcrease, Timothy Moore and
Harry Bob Hill, all senator-s.
T he Student Court of
Review will meet Friday · to
decide the fate of th.is and other

.-q.

Andriachi

... prosecutor
amendments passed in last
year's student referendum
vote.
T he case is being prosecuted
by Andriacchi.

Hogg asked~ for and was
granted a five-working-day
continuar1ce to prepare his
defense to the action at last
·week 's 'session. ·
The hearing will be held in
UC 158 at 2 p.m.Allinterested
students may attend.

TODAY'S WEATHER
Partl y - cloud y skies through
Friday w ith chance of afternoon
showers. Low in the_low i Os. High
in the lo w 90s. Va riable w inds 5-15
mph turning ro the west in the
afternoon. C hance of rain 40 per
cent.
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McGovern wins on first ballot
MIAMI BEACH (UPI) -Weary , squabbling delegates
,George S. McGovern, the · to the Democratic National
master of "new politics" who · Convention leaped to their feet
with a roar shortly · before
beat the old pros at their own
midnight EDT, when Illinois
game, ~on his deeply divided
put McGovern over the magic
party's presidential nomination
Wednesday night by an number of 1,509 ballots he
overwhelming margin on the needed to ~ail down the
hardwon nomination .
first ballot.

Ironically, the Illinois
delegation which seale.d
McGovern 's victory included
the challenger group that
ousted Mayor Richard]. Daley
and his. 59-member Chicago
contingent through · party
reform rules written under the
South Dakotan 's direction.

Delegation chairman Clyde
Choats, relishing his moment
in the spotlight before a
nationwide
radio-television
audience, slowly read his
gro up's small votes for other
candidates.
T hen he announced that
Illinois had cast 119 votes for
· McGovern , and the cavernous
hall resounded with deafening
ch~nts of " We want
McGo vern! "
T hat gave McGovern 1,603
votes-well above the required

majority-and the roll caff went
on, adding to his margin of
victory .
At the end of the first
complete ballot, before changes
by the states began, McGovern
had piled up a total of 1,728.35
votes. His final total was 1,864.
•When Illinois put him over
the top , several hundred of the
senator's young volunteers in
the ·grand promen_ade of the ,
Doral Hotel broke into a wild
Continued on page 2

FSU freedom fatal
says editor Rogers
Calibratmg a Muitl Function
Carl A .. Luer (left), Larry M. Hamlin and
Mah Ion- M. Wilkes use the . micro-amp
recorder to monitor stopped-flow

Oracle pnoto Dy Antnony Meyer

enzyme kinetics in a Department of
Chemi~try laboratory in the -Science
Center.

Does CLEP test ability?
By Bill Nottingharp
Oracle Staff Writer
Freshmen and transfer students exempting
courses through the College Lev.el
Examination Program (CLEP) ma y find that
they are not as well-equipped for college as
they have been lead to believe.
Facult y member s in English and ·
Humanities have registered compalints to
Evaluation Services Director Edward
Caldwell that the tests are too easy and do not
accurately judge the abilities of those tested .
T his summer entering freshmen and
transfer students in the Focus program h"ave
been taking the tests.

Ca·ldwell said that because of the
the
"legislative presslire' 1 to speed up
educational ·process, the University has
accepted the CLEP tests- as being the " best
available."
T he legislature is more concerned about
money and is . interested in getting a ·large
number of students through without regard
to the quality of their education ," said
Caldwell.
Of the 556 students te§ted this summer, 12
per cent have completely exempted their first
full college year, Caldwell said . Anywhere
fron.1 440 to 55Q students in the program will
Continued on page ·s-

T ALLAHASSEE (UPl)The Florida State University
newspaper given independence
from the administration in an
experiment, complained
yesterday that-FSU officials are
trying to kill it by cutting it free
too soon.
The board of Regents agreed
in Miami recently to let, the
FSU Flambeau publish as a
non-profit, s tu dent-run
corporation free of an y
administrative controls. Dr. J.
Stanley Marshall, President of
FSU , would no longer be the
titiular publisher of the
newspaper.
Flambeau Editor Kim
Rogers said , however; th~t Dr.
. Marshall and Dr. · Stephen
Mc(:::Iellan, vice presid~nt for
· student affairs , gave the
Flambeau only until Sept. l to
from its ..... corporation and
reorgam ze · its staff and
operations. She said eight ;
weeks is not enough time to
make the change.
T he
editor
s aid
in~ep.endence plans laid -down
by Marshall and McClellan call for an immediate cut-off of

$92 ,000 budgeted to the
F lambeau o~t o{ student
activity funds. In return , the
FSU administration . was to'
contract for $ 20 ,480 m
adversiting. Rogers said 'the Flambeau
cannot · survive on the
$141,000
produced_ from
advertising, without a student
activi_ties fee subsidy.
"The administration of
Florida State University seems
determined to eliminate or
greatly curtail the .Flambeau,"
said the newspaper's long
editorial yesterday . "It is
pursuing that goaf with
donkeyish zeal. "
"The plan the adminstration _
has dumped on us violates all
tenets of business sense, ethics
and decenc y," said -the
editorial.

It said alternat-ives include
reduction of the F lambeau staff
and the physical size of the
paper, shifting to tri-weekl y
publication , - or
ceas ing
publication entirely in the
middle of the next academic
year.
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Tampa water shortage at new low
found under the front seat of
water use and not water their
the
suspect's car outside the
lawns and wash cars.
Doral Hotel where McGovern
City Water Superintendent
.
maintains · his presidential
Sam Lockwood said · the
campaign headquarters, the
problem was inability of the
Secret
Service· said.
treatment plant to handle -the
'
high demand and· ·urged
FBI Arrests Pair·
outside George S. McGovern's
everyone to cutback use to the
.hotel on charges of carrying
bare necessities.
MIAMI BEACH (UPI)-- concealed weapons.
Askew Out
"1~ ~ate~ u~age is not cut f\t.i.~~~ men reported _to
Secret Ser,vjce agents,
back ltls gomg to result in somelf ,.:' -'members of a black nattonahst responding to a tip by the FBI,
MIAMI BEACH -(UPl)-serious problems;" he said.
,group were arr~sted yesterday made the arrests. Guns were Two of Florida Go·v. Reubin
Askew's aides met with
advisei;:s to George McGovern
yesterday and said later that McGovern is no longer .
considering Askew for his .
runnmg-mate.
administration officials met
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Executive assistant Jim
Vietnam Offensive
with representatives of the 12 · Apth~op and Harvey Cotten
The Socialist Workers Party
countries that supply -meat to were closeted for nearly an
(SWP) said yesterday it is
SAIGON
(UPI)
-South
the United States under hour with McGovern aides ,
qualified for a place on the
Vietnamese
troops,
with
heavy
"voluntary import quotas."
Massachusetts ballot in the
according to press secretary
backing
from
American
air
and
November
p r es idential
Fischer Threatens
Don Pride.
sea power, killed at least 300
Confe~sion Accepted
election.
He said McGovern 's staff
T he party issued a statement
REYKJ ACIK ,
Iceland .North Vietnamese soldiers 1and
requested the meeting.
knocked out 15 Commu nist
ZRIFJ N ,- Israel (UPI) -saying its candidate for senator
(UPI)- The unpredictable
in the state~Don Gureqitz, had
Bobby Fischer, one game tanks in the first day of their all- T he military court trying
E. J O N E_S ,
out drive to retake Kozo
Okamoto
rul e d .J .
filed petitions with 97 ,194
down in his bid for the world
WATCHMAKER
signatures nominating Linda
chess
championship , Communist-held Quang T ri yesterday his signed confession
C
ity,
the Saigon command said was acceptable as evidence but "Licensed to ope,~at_
e
threatened early today to stay
Jenness of Atlanta and Andrew
c;,n
Accutrons
yesterday.
rejected
defense
arguments
the
Pulley as the Socialist Workers
away from the second game
c;it
Japanese terrorist ~ as tricked
unless all televisio_n cameras
Party candidates for _ the
-into admitting his part in the GORDONS JEWELERS
w~ re removed fr om t he
p r esidenc y a n d v ice
Meat Prices to Drop
Lod airport massacre.
Temple Terrace Plaza
aud itorium, international chess
presidency . State law requires
sources said. _
56,038 valid sigantures.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -: SWP officials said this wasTONIGHT
Treasury Secretary George P.
Fischer lost the opening
first time the party had
Shultz predicted yesterday that
qualified to put a presidential game to wo rld char_npion Boris
retail meat prices in the United
Concert with
ticket on the . ballot m Spassky of the Soviet Union on
States will level off next month
rhe 56th move Wednesday .
Massachusetts. _
and then decline as a result of
increased imports from foreign
suppliers.
Shultz made his hopeful
forecast immed iately after he,
Sponsored By U.C. _
Crescent Hill
acting Secretary of State John
N.
Irwinn
II
a n d ' (in event of Rain LAN 103)
Continued from page 1
who accused him of a "cxnical
cheer and started chanting, sellout" on V ietnam. He was
"We did good! We did good!"
repeatedly shouted down.
On· the convention floo r,
Disenchantment w ith an
McGovern campaign manager earlier
McGovern
Frank Mankiewicz,. standing statement - which
he
with the Californi~ delegation, _ . "clarified" Wednesday- about
raised his hand in ·a victory maintaining a residual military
salute even before Choate force in Southeast Asia spread·
finished reading the clinching to
the _ California,
vote.
'Massachusetts and Mississippi
When the pandemonium delegations. Some members
subsided, Mankiewicz , a threatened in advance to cast
victory ciga r in hand, refused protest votes for other
to speculate on McGovern 's candidates.
choice of a running mate.
The only suspense left in the
" Let's wait a little while," he Democrats' 36th quadrennial
·said.
convention was over the liberal
But the South Dakota South Dakota senator's choice
senator's triumph after an - of a vice presidential running
arduous 18-month campaign mate . .
was already tarnished by the
In a ·personal telephone call
SANSUI 210 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
opposition of most organized shortly· after McGovern won
labor ·leaders and by new. the nomination, Sen. Edward
-FISHER 3_1
RECORD CHANGER
skepticism among some of his Kennedy, often mentioned as
youthful supporters.
· McGovern's favorite choice
WITH DUST COVER
Only four bours before his for
vice
president,
smashing floor victory , congratulated McGovern and
SHURE M75CS MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE ·
McGovern left the seclusion of aga~n insisted that he ~ould not
.
,.
his Doral _Hotel suite to accept a vice presidential
reassure antiwar demonstrato rs · nomination to run agamst
ELITE/GOODMANS 2-WAY AIR . camped in its luxurious lobby Nixon.
TAMP A (UPl)-lnability of
city water treatment facilities to
meet demands brought on by
hot weather and <;ontinued lack
of rairi reduced the flow of
water through faucets to a
trickle and resulted in the use of
bottled water to wash newborn .
babies at a hospital yesterday. ·
Mayor Dick Greco again
issued an urgent plea to
residents to voluntarily curtail

[State,
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SUNCOAST BREAKS T-HE-
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Henry's

SUSPENSION SPEAKERS

NOW -for a limited time only!

,$ ·1 999 5

Complete Foreign and Domestic
Car Repair and Service

f ·AST SERVICE
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\
I

28 .Years Experience ,

I

All Makes, All Models
Phone -971-9161 13614 Nebraska, Tam pa

SU_NCOAST

Regularly 249.95

STEREO CENTER

1539 S. Dale Mabry
253-0319
Tampa ,. Florida
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Admini stration gives .SG 'run.~ar ound'
By Ray Wolf
Oracle Staff Writer

-----***--- -

King said, "The proposal

them in affect for the start of

Academic

Affairs

are . still

"King told me the centers will go before the Space Qtr. I. "
awa1tmg action by the
(recycling stations) would _ Committee a week from today.
No action has yet been taken - undergraduate council. They
are scheduled for discussion
be under construction If they pass it, I still hope to by him on ~he proposal.
The two other proposals on
July 17.
during Qtr. 4 and operating meet the deadline I promised
Adams. "
'
by Qtr. 1. Now they have
Profits from operating t h e , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - come up with some. run- recycling stations will be used
around ab(}Ut not going by SG to pay a student to wo·rk
·
·
through all the necessary the station, sponsor actions of
committees."
the Environment 70s club and
.
--MarkAdams, toaddtothefundsavailabl eto
··
.
SG president disadvantaged students.
ROCK, BLUES, _& FOLK LP_
's

Proposals submitted to the
administration by Student
Government (SG) have been
receiving what Mark Adams,
SG president c_alls, "The RunAround."
Proposalssubmitted
recently . and still awaiting
action call for changing the
current system of assigning
The proposal to change the
parking
spaces, . installing
recycling stations and changing
A proposal by SG to run X-grade policy was submitted
AT FAIR PR ICES
· recycling stations outside· of to the undergraduate council
academic rules.
The parking proposal was
all dorms was made to Ray April 28. The bill was.
King, housing director. "King discussed and passed
sent to Albert C. Harley, vice
told me the centers would be unanimously June 5.
WATER BEDS (King, Queen) - $1450
president for Administrative
under construction during Qtr.
Affairs, on June 22. Hartley
The bill was then sent to Dr.
BEAN BAG CHAIRS ·_ $23 SO
said that from his o(fice the
4 and operating by Qtr. 1," Carl Riggs, vice president for
LIBERATION
SERVICE
Adams said. "Now they have Academic Affairs, for his
proposal was routed to the
Transportation and' Traffic . co~e up with some run-around • approval. At that time Riggs
1112 BUSCH BLVD.
about not going through all the. said, "If the proposals are
Committee where it is now.
HOURS: 11 :30-8:30
necessary committees."
Charles Butler, physical
approved, we will tr to have PHONE 935-5912
plant director and chairman of
the committee, is now on
vacation. His office said the
committee currently only has
two members , but his
secretary, Sue Miller, said the
proposal would be acted on ata
meetin_g Aug. ~.
Adams said that SG efforts •
to place a representative on the ·
committee have not been
answered for over a month:

INV EST IN MUS IC
ONE LU XU RY ITEM
YOU c· AN'T. DO WI THQUT!

____ *** ____

A LS Q

-

Mus·1c

.,)

Tenure
,qranted

to 59
At the recent ·Board of
Regents meeting in Miami 59
USF professors were granted
tenure.
T hese professors and the
colleges in which they teach
are:
Co lleie of Bus iness: H.C. Allen,J .B .
. Kenned y , J. Lasseter J r.. J .J. Sherman.
E.W . S_hows and W. D . Steven s.
Co lle!!e of Education: J. A . Battle,
C.J . C rai!!,J. C. Dic kinso n,J.K . Ga tes,
F.S. G o fo rth, E.V . Jo hanningmeier,
R.E. John son, E.B. Kimmel , R.L.
Loveless, R .L. O ber, E.E. Panther.
S.P. Singh and C. D. Smith.
Co llege of Engineerin g: S.J. Ga rrett.
E.W. Kopp Jr. , H .A . ienhaus, L.W .
O line, DH . Rimbey and L. A . Weaver.
Co llege o f F ine Arts: W.G . Hug,
P.J. Stenberg and M .L. Strawn .
Co llege of Langua!!e-Literature:
R .E. C hisnell , H .A. Deer, E.G.
G lenis son , ·W .E . G riscti , D.L .
Kaufmann , R .J.. Schneider and J.1. ·
Sisco .
College of Medicine: C.H . Baker,
D .L. Smith and A . Szentiva ny i.
College of
atural Science: R .S.
Braman , W. E. C lark , S.R. -Oeans. E.J.
Dev inn ey Jr. , T .L. Hopkins, S.Y. . Lin.
R .L. Mansell. A . Mu-kheriea, J.L.
S imon, S. Sofia and J.H. Worre ll.
Co llege of Social and Behavoria l
Science: J .W . Barna rd. H.L. H aw kins,
Max Kaplan, E.S . Kessler. D .L.
elso n, C.M . Pinkard Jr. , D .M . .
Sto we rs Jr., P . Waterman, J.H .
Williams and A.J .E. Wilson , Ill.

r JACKSON'S

~~

Modern Living For Today's College -S tudent
If you are attending Focus r72 or summer school, stop in fo ·r a v1s1t and see the
unique facilities we offer for today's -mat~re colleg~-- stud.e nt. Our offices are open
daily for yo.ur convenience.

LOW DAILY RATE INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•

15 or 2U Meals per week
Maid Service
Full Carpet in each room
·Use of Swimming Pool

•
•
•
•
•

Recreational Facilities
Complete Social Program
Study Lounges
TV Lounges on each floor
Semi-Private Bath

BICYCLE STORE
114 BUFFALO AVE.
HOURS 9-5 6 DAYS
PHONE 232-0661

GITA~u
- .
IS HERE
~

4200 E. Fletcher
Tampa, Florida
Phone 971-9550

.
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students at the Univer!iity . ol South
Florida. Editoria! views herein are n_o t
necessarily thos_e _of th~ advisor or the
AND

DI TOR IAL S

.
RY
.
COMM EN T.A

University adm,n1strat1on

Cou,r t ruling necessitiltes shield law
The recent Supreme Court decision sometimes make promises to protect his ·
concerning newsmen's relationship~ t'o · sources, especially when the story deals
grand juries has the indirect effect of with affairs or organizations which ar~
abridging the freedom of the press. fn a if not illegal, suspect. Such stories (the
five to four verdict Oustice White and Pentagon Papers is a good.example) are
the Ni~on appointees making up the precisely the ones which must be made
majority) the "Nixon Court" flatly known.
ruled that newsmen have no First
The subpoena power will quite
Amendment right to refuse to answer
·questions of grand juries.
possibly have the effect of forcing
newsmen to risk ·jail sentences or
The decision is an unsettling blow to altogether q~it their investigation of
reporters and editors in conducting the sensitive issues.
very important bu~iness of gathering
sources
news
Unquestionably,
news .and getting at the truth.
that
felt
they
if
would be more reserved
W citing the opinion for the dissenting newsmen could be forced to act as
group, Justice Potter Stewart said the agents for the government.
ruling would h;ive "two retarding
Indeed, after the announcemnt
effects upon · the ear and pen of the
Jack Anderson stated that he
columnist
press." It would cause dissidents to
communicate less openly- to trusted doubted "very seriously" if his source
reporters. Also t·he fear of of the ITT memo would · have
accountability will cause editors and volunteered the information under such
critics to write with more restrained 'conditions.
pens."
Justice Stewart warned that the ruling
Ultimately tho_u gh, the real harm is to could result in an "invitation for state
the historically honored and cherished and Federal authorities to undermine
principle of "the peoples ' right to the historical indeptmdence of the press
by attempting to annex the journalistic
know."
profession as an investigative arm of the
In his opinion Justice Stewart noted, government.''
"The press has a preferred position in
Newsmen shoulq not expect blanket
our Constitutional scheme n·o tto enable
it to make money, not to set newsmen protection from the inquiries of grand
apart as a favored class, but to bring juries. One can imagine instances of
fulfillment to the ·public's right to know. "clear .and present danger" _when
The right to know is crucial to the · testi~ony should be,given.
governing powers of the people ..."
But the burden of proof must remain
on the government. The press is by
Obviously a newsman must

definition the "Fourth Estate," outside _ beneficial to the public interest if the
the government. Any situation to the legislature moved in its next session to
contrary would be dangerous and remedy this deficie_n cy.
·
unhealthy.
To its credit the court did leave open
the possibility for Congress and the
states to enact laws which would
safeguard the privilege of newsmen not
to divulge their confidential sources.
Seventeen states have such '.'shield
laws:•• Florida does not and it would be

GUIET IN

I do~t ca.Re
IN

t

Finally, the decision does very little
to alleviate the not unjustified fears of
'
those who feel that the Nixon
Administration has a pervasive quasiofficial program in operation, the object
of which is to intimidate the press and
lesson it.s cr1t1c1sm of the
Administration.

RflRy

·1f ;1oudo5~en(\ mos\:.- of youR t,me.

the l,k,RqRf ... Jou C.ONt l,uc here ..

Guest Cof!1inentary-- ----------__,;.,-- -------------,

An c;>utstanding F_a ilu.r e
._______...:,_____...;-._,______________ ___. _ _Edmund M. Strong
Editor's· Note: The opinions presented in
guest commentaries do not necessarily
reflect the beliefs of The Oracle editors and
staff. They are alternate view_s of complex
and many faceted issues presented for your
consideration.

Just because a group demands use of a
public facility, claiming that they
represent "the people," does not entitle
them to it. Why should taxes be used for
providing land to people who are going
to propagate a political philosophy
The Miami Beach City Council has
whi~h Miami's citizens do not believe or
proven to be an outstanding failure. The
support.
recent decision to provide a free park
Why then should a group , that
site for the Democratic Party camp represents.a special interest suddenly be
followers was the coup_de grace to its · given an entire area free, by a city
total lack of intrepidity.
council that has no legal or moral right
to do so? Public land should not be
given gratis to groups so that they may
influence national government. I
the council is going to
presume
Published four- times _;,eeldy, Tue-.dey throogh Friday,
during the academic yel!lr perio_d September through ,,;id- · magnamimous enough to use our tax s
June; twice weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during the
for cleaning and restoration of this area
· academic year period mid-June through August. by the
· Univer~ity of South ·Florida . 4202 Fowlar Ave .. Tampa, Fla .
after these people leave.
33620. Second class postage paid atTiunpn, Fla . Printed by
And under what conditions did the
Peerless Printers, Inc .. Tampa .
council do ·this generous act? Was it
Mail Subscription. S2 for Qrrs. I. 2. J: SI fc,r Qrr. 4.
· Office of Student Publicarions. Directo r l .co Sral,1aker_lr.: I.AN through generosity? Hardly ! It agreed
472 . !'hone 974-261 7. !'Jcwsroom. I.AN 469 . phone 9H-2619: to provide the site because of_the implied
Adverrisini,. I. A 472 . nhr.re 974-1620.
Deadlines: Ad,..crrismi, (with proof) l"htirsday noon for threat of the leaders of these people of
.
Tuesdav issue. Mondav noon for Thursdav Issue. Deadlines "trouble i.f you don't." Nothing like
extended one da v wirh~ur proof. (;encral nc,~s. -~ p.m. dail; ~or
followini, day is;ue. C lassified ads will he ra!,cn 8 a.m. ro-,,oon the · solid backbone.
dav before publication : in person or bv mai l with pay ment
This is the leadership that is
enclosed .
Miami. Men~who didn 't
representi9g
Edito r . . . .. . .. : ... . ........ (~ranr Oon_aldson ·
to say to these people
stature
the
have
· Managing Editor .... . .. .. ..... . R obert Fia llo
ews Ed itor . . . .. .... . ... __:' alerie Wickstrom that if you come to Miami you will have
Sports Editor . . ....... .' . . . David Moormann to provid~-your own lodging with your
Activities Editor . . .. . .......... .. Lisa Smith own money, as does everyone else, and
Ad v~rrismg Manager ..... . . . .... . • . Hill Kopf remain peaceful. If this condition is met

be

you will be welcoqie. But if you come it's wishful thinking. It becomes
into our city demanding personal use of whatever threat persons wish it to be.
p~blic land for your own private gains The people demanding the land are not
then you will not be welcome, and we the public per ·se, they are not a
will maintain order with whatever force heteIJ)geneous mixture of ideas and
philosophies. · They are of one mind
_ '
is necessary.
The over-forty generation wonders with a single purpose; elect the man who
why the youth have no respect for them will best serve their particular needs. -.
or their values . Why should they? The
Agreements made under threat are
leaders of the city (most of whom, if not not the produc·t of free men
all, are over forty) buckled at the knees p~rticipating as equals; . they . are the
at the first hint of trouble and threw dictated wishes of a bumbling
their values to the wolves. Instead of uflthinking brute over a system unable
providing leadership towards or unwilling · to defend itself. The
maintaining true equality of rights the granted concessions were not made in
council took the solip stand of an an atmosphere free of co_ercion. The
amoeba and said in ~ffect-if you don 't threat of violence if _the clemand for a
hurt us we will give you your owri free camping area was not met was very
playground for a few days and clean it real.
when you're gone.
The Miami City Council didn 't
Your children are laughing behind compro.mise, they capinilated. They
your backs. They are told to stand-µp threw out the rules wben faced with a
for their principles even though at times show of strength defying those rules.
it may be unpleasant or perhaps even Why should your own children respect
dangerous. Y~t your choosen leaders the law when it's obvio_us it will back
came apart at the seams when the time down under confrontation .
came to defend principle, both kgal and _
..
moral.
To argue that the action taken is
Pre.venting trouble is no argument at all.
The Oracle welcomes letters to the editor
on all topics. All letters must be signed and
F o·r preventing trouble is a necessary
addressed including student classification.
. conseouence of order ~.nd law. Law that
beco~es subserviantto threat is not law, · Names will be withheld upon request.

i----£--------------,1
etter policy -_
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Demo nstra tors may face impr isonm ent ·
By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer
One p.erson arrested \n the
May anti-war demonstrations
at USF has been acquitted by
the six-member Jury m

I

Hillsborough
Magistrate
Court; the others face possible
imprisonment or fines.
Kenneth Ray Anderson was
found not guilty yesterday
afternoon of abstructing 'an
officer without -violence.

Geoffrey H. Shelley, ·whose are John Michael Elbare and
trial preceded Anderson's, still Christopher S. Clifford. Elbare
awaits sentencing after the was sentenced to 30 days to one
jury's verdict is announced year for the assault and battery.
9:30 this morning.
Clifford, who is the .Student
Already serving sentences in· · Government Secretary of
the Hillsporough County Jail Commuter Affair.s, , was
senten~ed to 30 to 60 days for
refusal to depart.

Empty_ l(eg cards obsol ete

Empty K~ cards will no
longer be necessary for the
purcl}ase of _beer .a t the UC
snack ~ar, beginning JulyJ 7_. .
"The
whole system -was set
.
, .h.
up so the newly acquired be~r
license wo·uld not b~Jost within
· the first three months,"
explained Robert Sechen,
chairman of the student finance
committee.
. . "We needed some sort of
se::curity so an Elliot Ness-type
investigator wouldn 't bust
through the doors and put a
hatchet through the beer kegs,"
he said.
The decision to end card
sales was reached yesterday by
representatives from Student
Government, Eastern Food
Service, Student Affairs and the
University Center.
"Processing the cards was
taking a lot of time, " Sechen
said. "SG was flooded with
requests for temporary cards
while regular card_s were being
made."
Originally the polic y
required a student to present
two ID' s to purchase a card and

while drinking beer the card , help defray the costs of
had to be placed face up on the · printing, laminating and
paying office help, Sechen said-.
table near the student.
Eastern Food Service did riot
enforce the "card~on-thetable," rule Sechen said, "but
ORACLE
there weren't any problems
.CLASSIFIEDS·with minors drinking beer. "
To purchase beer a student
will have to show his USF ID
and current fee card, Sechen .
said.
"If you're not cu_rrently
enrolled, you c~n pick up a
guest pass at the UC desk. "
The quarters paid by the
students for the cards went to

TONIGHT
Concert with

JOSH WHITE, JR.
FREEi
Crescent Hill

Sponsored By U.C.

(in event of Rain LAN 103)

NE ED A

JOB?

IT federally
funded again
For a third consecutive year
USF's Intensive Tutorial (IT)
program . will be federally
fundep through the Title One
Higher Education Act.
"Usually programs are only
funded for one year, sort ofas a
'seed' grant to get the project
started," said Gary Yellin, 22year-old director oJ IT.
But in this case IT was place_d
third in the , list of statewide
priorities. and granted funding
for 1972-73, Yellin said.
·
IT has also received summer
funds of $11,300 from the
Model Cities Program through
the Mt:tropolitan Development
Agency. A letter from Mayor
Dick Greco notified the
·program of the grant · and
congratulated Yellin on the
progress of the _communityoriented service.
Student Activity ·and Service
Fees
(SASF) . were
appropriated _to the project
temporarily in case federal
funding did not materialize.
The allocated $8,000 will be
returned to SASF ~hen the
Title One grant is issued
sometime during Qtr. 1, 1972,
Ye.llin said.
-.
Yellin said the summer funds
will be used to buy badly
needed equipment and to
renovate the two student-run
pre-schools, Ponce de Leon
and SulphurSprings.

Richard Merrick, former SG
Secretary of resident affairs, is
Cli(ford's
temporary
replacement.
In . a Tuesday afternoon
session of the court, Peter J.
Rooney Jr. and Thomas B.

Kennedy, both charged with
obstructing an officer without
violence and refusal to depart,
and Douglas· Alan Henderson,
charged only with refus~l to
depart, pleaded guilty.
Their sentences w,ill not be
announced by Judge Arden
Merckle until Aug. 14, the ·
day the Republican National
Conventions begin_s in Miami
Beach.
Another student, Mary
V ema Hom, also pleded guilty
of the refusal to depart charge
and was given one year'.s
probation.

(Don!t Monkey Around)

THE ORACLE IS.LOO KING FOR HARD- WORKl ·N G
CREATIVE STUDENTS TO-FILL OPEN POSITI ONS
ON .THE ADVER TISING ST.AFF.
-• : Advertis ing Salesme n
• Secretar y
• Photogr apher
Wages Start at $1.60 .per _~our. Ap.p ficants
Are _Needed Immedia tely For Above· Po~itions.
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Spee ch show s
socia l in natu re
. By Bob Nader
Special t,o The Oracle
Two Chamber Theatre
productions are part of the
Speech department's summer
repertoire, both of which are
adaptatipns of modern classics,
concerned with social themes
· that may be relevant to the
viewing audience.
A coffeehouse production of
"Lord of the Flies" will be
presented July 19 at 2 p.m. in
the Kiva, third floor of the
Education Building.
William Golding's . novel
deals with the social and moral
disintegration of young boys
trapped on a deserted island.
Director Sharla Heck says,
"The shock value inherent in
the novel will be pr~served in
the production."
Since very few sets wiU be
used, dance will suggest the
environment, as well as the
ritualistic behavior of the boys.
The· cast of both men and

women include Stan LeBoss,
Jan Powell, and Leo Kramer.
The main production, "Too
Late the Phalarope," will be
presented July 28 and 29, at 8. ·
p.m. in LAN 103.
Alan Paton's description of
South African, apartheid
society is both vivid and
entertaining.. The story centers
about the . main character's
inadequate relationship with
his wife and father. It is also
about the human spirit that is
lost amid this stringent, .racial
practice.
Schneider,
Raymond
director, says, "The texture of
the apartheid society is so
interrelated that a single man's
act destroys much more than
·
himself." ·
A number of - interesting
characters are interwoven into
the web of this society. The _
twelve-member cast includes
Bob Barbour and Bill Lupo le in
leading roles.

·THE
1#-FASHIO#
STORE

WESTSHORE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

''NEW FA.LL -FA.S HIONS' '

-

~
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Rock: A s~meti me thing ·
Cancellation of almost half of
the scheduled Qtr. 4 classes for
a two-hour rock music course
has prompted angry students to
charge the U niversjty with
maintaining ·a double standard
with respect to courses.

The pass-fail course,· which
meets from 1-3 p.m. Tuesdays,
has met once since the quarter
began; twice it was pre-empted
for the Guarneri String Quartet
· practice sessions; the Fourth of
July holiday, and the illness of

Baha'i film

sho.w s here
A recently released- film,
"Give Me T _hat New-Time
Religion" will be shown on
Monday at 8:30 p.m. in UC
.
200.
The film presents the Baha'i
Faith, :i "new-time religion" in
that it addresses itself to the
problems _of the contemporary
world and is concerned .with
providing means of solving
these problems.
. Baha 'is, including ja·zz
musician Qizzy Gillespie and
actress Linda Marshall, discuss
their faith in this short film.
Refreshments will be
provided and there will be time
forquestions after the showing.
- The film i~ sponsored by the
Baha'i Club.

the · instructor, Thomas
Woodhams, cancelled class this
.week. ·
Students say that if anyone
missed half of any pass-fail
graded class sessions he would
be given an unsatisfacotry
grade. "But it's allright if the
University just arbitrarially
cancels half the classes," said
student Vivian Muley.
· . "This is a sad situation and I
assure you that something will
be done immediately to prevent
this," said La~ry Austen,
chairman of the Department of
Music.
Austen said he was recently
named chairman and was not
aware that the· class had been
cancelled so many times.
"I feel like I've been cheated.
I had look_ed forward to
enjoying this class. I paid my
money in . good faith and I
expected -to gecmy dollars'
worth," said Laurel
Teverbaugh, another student
in the class. .
Instructor Wo~hams could
not be reached for comment but
he had previously assured the
class they- would get credit for
·
the missed meetings.
In essence, music of the 50s,
60s, and 70s is elimii:iated from
the syllabus, and students are
-now scheduled for discussions
on the Beatles, acid rock, ·and ·
the Mothers during the
,, remaining ,four meeting·s.

The "Layered Look"..
air
the
in
is
Fall
of
look
The
•with this 3 piece knit vest set
with turtle-neck blouse and skirt.

TONIGHT
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JOSH WHITE, JR.
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It's easy to be fashionah le ... justcharg e it!
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Josh White Jr. pleases
at Apocalypse workshop
'

By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer-

'I Like Olympia in Black Face'
· The exhibit currently on display in the Library and Theatre
- Galleries is a statement o'f black American history. Works
of. six black artists-are included, as well as some -pieces by
Larry Rivers including the one_above. Both e?(hibits are
free.

" I don't d _o many
workshops, gang", Josh White
Jr. explained to the packed
house in the Apocalypse
Coffeehouse Tuesday night.
After playing "Early
Morning Ra-in,." Josh told his
audience that he was really into
Gordon Lightfoot's music, and
after playing "Frankie and
Johnnie" went into a Lightfoot
rriedley which ended with "For
Lovin' Me."
The refreshing feeliqg you
had .listening to Josh. White Jr.
was based on -the perception
that you were hearing songs
you had heard before, songs

you liked, but songs which had decided he wanted - some
been translated into · the company on stage. Gradually
personal style of a musician guitar and banjo cases opened,.
and the stage was crpwded
with the message, "Enjoy."
with people singing and
playing.
There was variety, to9, with
selections ranging from Ian and
With a bit of nostalgia, Josh Sylvia's "Four Strong Winds"
· ' did "Nobody Loves You to Bill Wither's "Ain't No
When You' re Down and Out", Sunshine." _
Two fellows got up and did
a song of his father's Qosh
"Foggy
Mountain
White Sr., one of America's top
jazz/blues guitarists for many Breakdown," and this was
followed by an old Everly
· years). ·
Brothers
hit, "Let It Be Me."
After a few more. songs, he

Review

·DOMINO'S PIZZA ·
NOW OPEN .

Galbraith, sons to discuss ·
McG_o vern candidaCySaturd ay
Famed . economist John
Kenneth Galbraith and t_wo of
his sons--all three McGovern
delegates to the Democratic
National Convention--discuss
their commitment to this
candidate ' with Willaim · F.
- Buckley Jr. when "Firing
Line," produced this week in
Miami Beach, is broadcast over
WUSF-FM through . the
National Public Radio (NPR)
network.
The broadcast will be aired
Saturday at 11 a.m. ·
Formerly the American
ambassador to India, Galbraith

1s currently a' professor of
economics at Harvard
University. He recently
appeared before a Senate labor
subcommittee to propose an
experimental program of
public service jobs for
unemployed
scientists,
e n g tn e er s a·n d o th e r
professionals.
Galbraith - has contributed
articles to many scientific and
economic journals, and has
written several books ,
including 'The New Industrial
State, ,_, · "The Affluent
Society," and "The Great

2030 E. FLETCHER AVENUE

971-7875
r- .

FAST

Crash."
.
NPR of which WUSF-FM
is a member station, is the only
noncommercial
nationwide
;radio network broadcasting
·over 133 statiq_ns, serving 42
states, Puerto Rico, ·and the
District of Colu~bia.

HOT

I

l
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YOU'RE INVITED ·to INSPECT
THE NEW ARRIVALS
JUST RECEIVED AT MUST ANG

Seven's trial
reenactment
to ·play here

You'll like this one in particular:
65' With Front Den and HUGE Master Bedroom
Carpet Throughout
Ask your man CJt MUST ANG to see this one! ·

"The Chicago Seven
Conspiracy Trial," a filmed
recreation of testimony at the
actual trial, will play Monday
and !uesday in LAN 103 at 8
p.m.
Morris Karnovskywill play
the part ofJudge Hoffman, and_
Cliff Gorman, of' 'The Boys in
lending Ian Gillan ( who sang the Band," wrn handle Abbie
Jesus) and other group . Hoffman's part. Bobby Seale
members to the cast of "Jesus will be played by Al Freeman
Christ, Superstar.''
Jr. '
Tickets are $5 in advance,
The film, containing only
and $5 .50 at the door, on sale at factual testimony, but
Rasputins, both Tape Towns shortened considerably, is free
and Stuff To Wear in Tampa. to the public.

Nusta'IIJ
10914 N. Nebraska Ave.

_
P hone 971-9676

For T~ose Lazy Summer _Days

Try Our Cool

MIDRIFF TOPS

GRISSETT MUSIC
GUfTARS
INSTRUCTION
SHEET MUSIC
GUITAR
ACCESSORIES
8898 56th St. Temple Terrace
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50¢ OFF ANY
1·
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I

Wl'(H THIS COUPON
AND
FREE
I_ EXPIRES 7-16-72_-1
DELIVERY

·Deep Purp-le, Kay· on bill
for Bayfront .Center
Deep Purple,John Kay, and
Curved Air (from England)
will take the stage of the
Bayfront Center, St.
Petersburg, Tuesday night at 8
p.m. as Gulf Artists
Pro~uctions presents the three
groups in concert.
Deep Purple emerged in the
U.S. about two years ago with
a hit single, "Hush." A second
hit, "Kentucky Woman,"
encouraged the Purples to
make a brief U.S. tour.
After a bankruptcy in their
record
company,
Tetragrammaton, Deep Purple
lost a year in limbo, dropping
two members, adding Ian
Gillan and Roger Glover, and
becoming what may be termed
a _·"heavy band."
Since, they've stormed and
steamed America and · their
home, England, playing a
remarkable show with the
Royal Philharmonic, and

I

REPAIR .
AMPLIFIERS
:P.A. EQUIPMENT
Ph. 988-1419

GRAND OPENING
ALL STUDENTS
Receive
Special
Discounts
At

I

I
I
I

I

MENAR.D PAWN_AND
GIFT SHOP
14038 N. FLORIDA AVE.
PHONE 935-7743

·
~
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K
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I

I

I Take the Interstate to Dole Mabry South exit. Contin ue in right lane until
the lane ends. Turn right on Gray St. and on your right
I
you won 't miss it.
'

FREE
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Professions ·need wome.n -- WEAL head m jobs th;it offer little sought better jobs to ask a
opportunity for advancement company if it has federal
to - higher levels of contracts. If it does, it should be
a non-discriminatory employer
The founder of the Women's management. Basically,
Equity Action League women are considered to be a that has an Affirmative Action
(WEAL),Dr. Elizabeth Boyer, source of cheap labor," she 'Plan and a Goals and
. Timetables program, set up to
said that most· colleges are not said.
·need
areas
some
improve the ·percentage of
"Business in
and
recru1tmg
actively
women in higher.management.
counseling women to enter a lot :more professionals,
If· the woman lacks · certain
different professions such as regardless of s~x." Since these
up
opening
that are a pre-requisite
are
courses
that
areas
engineering.
and
medicine
for the job, she should then
In an address to USF require specialized knowledge,
students Monday evenmg women should ·consider apply f9r tuition, grants from
Boyer said women are usually changing their majors or going ·the company to take the
necessary courses, in _o rder to
advis~d to work in education or back to school and head
other fields that are crowded or towards these riew goals, qualify for the position, she
said.
Boyer_said.
low-paying.
Boyer als·o suggested ,that
·
who
women
.
advised
-She
working
are
women
"Most
By Ray Ford
Oracle Staff Writer

'f~i!rJral judge· rule~ -bai1
justifi~ d
i.f1$t YSA
a9;J_
...l,.

.

~

• f

.

. ,:rALLAHASSEit(liPI) -.A'federalju~ge ruled yeste.rday
that the Board of Regents was
justified in denying- campus
:recognition to the Y~ung
Socialist Alliance (YSA) on
grounds it advocated ·violent
overthrow of the government.
U.S. DistrictJudge David L.
Middlebrooks made the ruling
· ~n the suit filed by Brett
~1erkey and the YSA against
~e Board of Regents ·and
Florida State University .

receive some degree of 'credit,
exempting them from required
general education courses,
according to Caldwell 's
· predictions.
Daniel Rutenberg, chairman
of the Humanities Program,
released a statement yesterday
outlining his objections to. the
Humanities area of the CLEP
tests.
The statement ·said that with
regard to "specific information
as to cultural history , with an
emphasis on names, gross
dates, arid . movements ... the
examination is weak, inasmuch
as the questions tend to be
phrased
or
simplistic
ambiguously. The simplistic
questions are below the college
level, while the ambiguous
ones are-judgmental and do ·not
lend themselves to ohjec_tive
answers."
Rutenberg's statement went.
op to say that with respect to
knowledge that · permits
students to "analyze works of
examination
literature .. the
seems good, as far as it goes."
"What is more objectionable,
however," the statement
continued, "is that a student
scoring ·at the level of
exemption, the 50th percentile,

WEAL should not CQnsider
to be a liberation group,' '.
Boyer said, for that now holds
connotation, of women ~haking
faces.
their fists in men's
.
.,

The organization is sticking
to the economic -aspect · of
power. "If we can help people·
solve their economic problems,
then racial or other problems

ijt)Nf)~ Vtl.L~~E '
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND DALESMAN

MONDAY 9 TO 9
CLOSED SUN DA Y5
WEEKDAYS 9 TIL 6

Cciod, Flit Serv icels Our Way
Of Saying Thanks

14727 N. NEBRASKA AVE.

!97-1-817.1 I

are much easier to settle," she
said.
When people are the victims
of economic discrimination,
there are few tools at their
command to get a· job and get
ahead, especially in a capitalist
society, she added.
"The liberation of women to
seek self-fulfilling goals and not
be dependent on a slave-master
type of relationship, will help
both sexes get. along better.
The liberation of women will
a-lso liberate men, .for
dependence on a man for the
paycheck builds parasitism · in
women," Boyer concluded. '

MONOGRAMS
Needlep<;>fnt Yarn

& Bags

KINGCOM.l=-'S TRIMMINGS
Ph. 935-8168

· 11615 Florida Ave .. at_Fowler
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FPiands

testi"Notwithstanding
mony given by plaintiff
Merkey, who disavowed that
YSA advocates revolution .f
accomplished · by force or t
vinlent means, this court finds
that the greater weight of- the
evidence leads to the I
inescapabl<r conclusion that the I
philosophies of Marx , Lenin
and Trotsky adhered to by
YSA advocate change by the
use of force, " Middlebrooks
said.
"Consequently the 'coming
revolution' in this country
prophesied by this leftist group
can answer as few as 26 of 100 necessarily would entail the
of established
choice questions overthrow
multiple
by
accomplished
institutions
correctly. One cannot be sure ·
that a student who has met part the use of force or violent
of his Humanities requirement means," he said .
Rejecting YSA 's claim that
CLEP
the
through
free speech right had been
its
examination has an appropriate
violated , Middlebrooks said ,
competence in Humanities. "
" It is now accepted that student
do not have an
organizations
the
in
Several professors
English department have· unqua-lified right to be
complained that the English recognized by a college
area of the tests do not administration .''
He added , "An equally
adequately test the students'
writing .and composition skills. accepted tenet of first
If a student exempts the amendment law is that students
English courses and is not and teachers do not shed their
to
rights
really competent, his entire constitutional
academic career may be freedom of speech or
expression ·at the schoolhouse
affected.
gat~.
"From this premise it
Five years ago when the
that student rights of
follows
program was first used at USF,
only students over 21 could free expression may be
exempt courses through the prohibited · only if they
and substantjally
tests. The tests ·were designed 'materially
the
with
(interfere)
to aid military personnel and
requirement of appropriate
others who had been away
in the operation of
discipline
academic
the
from
said the judge, .
school',"
the
environment . in finding a
quoting from a previous federal
starting level for them to enter~
decision.
college. About a year-and-ahalf ago, the age restriction was
lifted, allowing any student to
exempt general education
courses. ·

rej~cted
Middlebrooks
YSA's charges that there was
no basis for denial of campus
recognition and that the denial .
U.S .
the
violated
Constitution's guarantees of
free speech, equal rights and
due process.
Despite Merkey's testimony
that YSA did not advocate
violence to achieve the
revolution, "
"coining
Middlebrooks said the
evidence indicated otherwise.

CLEP----C_ontinued from page 1

women not alienate other
women or men who may help
get the applicant the job she
wants. Most men will not
rerhain adamant if reasoned
with and show~ that they are
di°s<?riminatory, she ·said.
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Committee defends sports budget sports" is in jeopardy.
In January or Feoruary,
Sechen said, the NCAA is
going to request that all its
· 1,miversities enter one .of the
league§ that it will form.
· The NCAA leagues will be
similar to the A,·A.A and AAA
setup in Florids's high schools,
Sechen explained, with the
exception that once in a
· particular class, the -NCAA
schools must fund each ot tneir
sports . according to the
guidelines of that class.
Sechen pointed- out that
USF's basketball program will
probably meet the standards of

the top class bµt the -rest of the
" More money is going into
intercollegiate teams won't be athletics than ever before,"
able to receive top funding . Sechen noted, "and we're
Therefore, he indicated that the giving · them the most our
abolition of some sports are budget can ·afford."
inevitable . .
"We could triple our
we
whether
"In judging
activities if basketball was
should keep a sport we look at dropped," Sechen pointed out,
three . things," Sechen said. "and .we could probably
"First,. we. look at the student quadruple them if the athletic
interest; then, we see if the program was dropped : all.
university derives benefits together. Wh~t the . student
from having the sport; and must realize, Sechen said, "is
finally, we take into that it's one thing orth~ other."
consid~ration the benefit to the . "In relation to ·everything
athletes participating."
else in the University," Sechen
Sechen s,aid that basketball said, the athletic program 1s
and soccer have the best chance •doing well.
at continuing as intercollegiate
University Center
sports at ·USF, while the golf
WEEKEND MOVIE
and baseball programs may be
abolished.
- .
ASSASSINATION
But intercollegiate sports is
not the only concern of USF.
BUREAU
Sechen said the top priority 9f
23. The practices which a-re to the athletic · program is the
training and housing facilities.
LA'\ lo:3
At present, the only Colts in be held on the USF soccer field physical education department,
8 :00 P\.1 Friday & Sa rurdav
followed by recreational sports
town are manager Mike_ will be open to the public.
Juh· 1.S & Juh· 16
Colts will train on (intramurals and clubs) and
McVean and .photographer
Sponsored by t ·niv . Cente r
Arthur Eich, but Baltimore campus until August 5. Then, . lastly, the interc-ollegiate teams.
rookies will arrive on campus , following their exhibition . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - . ,I
SCUBA DAY ·CLASSES ·
July 19 while John Unitas, game with the Washington -I ~
I
Tom Matte and the other R~dskins on the four th , they I ~ Beginning Thurs., July 20 ·. : CERTIFICATION
I
with Own .E quipment - 535 ·: IN YMCA, PADI,
will pack up and head for I
veterans arrive Ju-ly 21.
I
with Our E ui ment - 540 : NSDS SSDA
- DeSoto Hall will' house the Greenly, C~l. for two n::1ore I
/~~ I
'
•
. q P
single gridders but those with weeks of drills and practice_s. I
-~L,. .7:-'f ·
·
.
~
wives must make their own On August 20, the squad will I
Cl
om
t
~
I
~he
a~~
city
cigar
the
t~
re~rn
.
arr angements for living
I
.
~t·
T P
Umvers1ty for exh1b1t10n I
quarters.
I
and Glisson Fire Equipment Co.
Using the gym as a dressing · contests with ' the Pittsburg
I
Marine M. Lovejoy. Pre,., Al Faulkner. Gen. M9r•. Mo1t1r Driver
and training site after Steelers (Aug. 26) and the I
I
I- 7400 NEBRASKA AVE, PH. 234. 1101-236-5776 COMPLETE DIVER'S NEEDS
commandee_ring the staff • _Detroit Lions (Sept. 1).
TQeColtswillreturntotheir ■--------------------
lockers, the Colts will begin
two:-a~day wq_rkouts on July , hometown . on Sept. 3.

fared quite well, Sechen said.
.He pointed out that basketball
received -all of the $118,636 it
had . requested, ·while the .
remainder of the USF
intercollegiate ·teams got
$10,000 less than they had
hoped for.
"We're taking a risk on
basketball," Sechen said. He
·explained the committee is
putting a great deal of money .
into that area in the hopes that a
"big name sport will fund ·the
minor sports."
Because of the large
basketball spending, however,
the existence of USF's "minor .

By Dave Moormann
Oracle Sports Editor
According to Student
Finance Committee figures, the
athletic budget has increased
for the 1972-73 fiscal year.
Robert Sechen, chairman of ·
the committee, said the sports
program at USF received a
financial increase which cuts
into 21.3 per · cent of the
University's total budget,
second only to the Student
Health Center.
Intercollegiate sports also

. USF -s ummer ho.m e
:for Baltimore . Colts
.

The Baltimore Colts are
coming to USF.
The winners of the 1971
Super Bowl will be. using
Tampa, the University an'd
DeSoto Hall as their home
·away from home during
summer preparations for the
197 2 football season_.
The Colts ·trained in T arrtpa
once before for a period of two
weeks in preparation for their
1971 American Conference
playoff game with th~ Miami
Dolphins.
Three of the Colts' six ·
exhibition games will be played
at Tampa Stadium while USF
will - provide the necessary

The

~s,or!f

APPEARING TONIGHT ONLY:

-Judokas ready themselves
for_- overseas tourna:m ent
By Dave Moorminn
Oracle Sports Editor
For the last month, judokas
Tom Rigg and Tom
Masterson of USF and Dave
. Long of San Jose State have
lived on a steady diet of threea-day workouts in preparation
for the World Univers.ity
, Games in London,July 18-i3.
The three, who will leave
th_eir USF tr~ining site Sunday
for the international, event,
have been exercisin•g in the.
morning, practicing in the
afternoon and -competing at
._
night.
workout," Rigg
first
our
"In
. said, "we ·run the quivalent of
one mile and 300-yeard sprints
on the treadmill in the athletic
· room, and them we do 100
pushups and 100 situps."
After a short rest, the group

LUTZ PAINT
&

BODY SHOP

907 EAST 129th AVE.

then practices their throws and
performs judo drills in the
wrestling room of the gym. At
night, according to Rigg, they
travel to judo clubs in the area
for competition.
Rigg said that during the tirst
three days of the overseas meet,
judokas in the individual classes
will fight. He said Long, U.S.
collegiate . heavyweight
champion of judo, will compete
the first day, Masterson,
champion of the 154 lb. class,
the second day, and Rigg, the
winner of the 139 lb. class, the
third day.

MICHAEL BALDWIN

"The amount of matches
each guy has dep~nds on how
many countries are entered and
how many individuals are
entered in each class," Rigg
explained. He added that after
the · individual competition is
over, the various countries will
compete against one another.
In preparing for the games,
'-' it's been a pain,'' said Rigg
who is carrying 15 hours
during Qtr. 4 and has an 8
a.m. class two - days a week :
Both Masterson and Long have
received enough . credits for
graduation.

,-~-------~-~- -7
f 8834 N. 56th STREET, TEMPLE TERRACE
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PHONE 988-2032 -

'

Men's Health Club .

f

9-9 Mon-Fri
9-6 Sat.

:

Vitamin & Organic Foods

f
.,

9:30-6:30 Mon-Fri
9-6 Sot.
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RCA reco rding star recently retu,med from Londcm
where he cut his newest album with Emerson, Lake
& Palmer.

Ml BACK YA.RD
at

2 miles south of Busch Gardens·
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"YOUR HEALTH IS OUR GREATEST CONCERN"
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Living here is like getting satisfaction and your money
back. Each month, $25 of your rent payment will be
credited toward the purchase · of any new LaMonteShimberg home or townhouse. Only FHA 235 and FHA
236 housing is excluded. If you li·ke what you've seen
so far, wait 'til you see our furnished models. ·
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Jackson Springs at Hanley Road• 884-3315

by

La~ lont("Shimherg Corporation
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Business conference
here begins Monday
,if:W-

Around
300 business typewriting, general business,
education · teachers from · all accounting, data processing
tj,. t •
over the U.S. will attend "one and re_cord keeping. ·,
of the most impressive"
4,
Graduate and undergraduate
conferences
in their field here
'* . .
students
can earn three hours of
July 17-:-21.
credit
for
the classes and hours
; 4f:>
The_ Gregg _ Summer
be credited towards
·, + ◄ · Methods Conference, the lar- can
certification
or a masters
gest of three hel,d nationwide
(' ~j):
·~
..
i
degree.
The
courses
are EDC
this summer, is sponsored by .
¾,,:,\¾"·'.., ?
681
and
EDC480,.bothsection
the Gregg· Division of
.:_,, ,., _·'-_~~., '
M'c<'.iraw-Hill Publishing 503 .
·"t </4 Company and the USF Center
for Continuing Education.
The purpose of the
conference is to improve the
teaching competency of
·ttft~
COMPLETE SALES, AND
instructors on the high school,
·4
junior
college,
university
and
SERVICE ON ALL
.
I
Health Center provides free care
business school level.
PORTABLE & ELECTRIC
L. Joe Cotton, US F assistant
TYPEWRITERS &
Health Center
Nurse Louise Barnett, R.N. prepares to
is
located
on
the
fourth
floor
of
business
and
office
professor
.
ADDING MACHINES.
administer tetanus shot to a USF coed. The
of the U.C.
Oracle photo by Dale Wilson
education, is the conference is
·ALL WORK GUARANTEED .
probably one of the finest
20% OFF
established for business
FOR
ALL STUDENTS
education teachers." Cotton ,
.
9405 N. NEBRASKA AVE.
along with six nationally,,. PHONE 229-2201
known · persons, will teach
FREE ESTIMATES
classes in shorthand, b ff ice
education,
commumcat10ns,
By Tom Palmer
melodrama shows. "
"What
is
lacking
in
this
Oracle Staff Writer
Still, Dr. Kaplan views the
is · the serious leisure problem as more than
Eu_ropeans are becoming country
concerned about the problem attempt to develope a total
four-day work weeks and
of leisure according to Dr. Max
RESER\l,\TJONS FOR S.>r!ALL PARTIES
theory, · so that _we can watchi[!g television . He sees a
Kaplan, a USF faculty member fruitfully interrelate issues
general change in people's
specializing in Leisure Studies
, which are sociological, values.
who recently returned from a
· "In studies of leisure which
psychological,
economic, go
FOUNTAIN
two~month tour there.
the · heart of national
1J116 FLORIDA AV[. '
R O OM
Dr. Kaplan spent his trip in legal, philosophical a'f!d even .directions, we find ... an implicit
.,
TA/APA
several countries speaking with theological."
question of changing values,
STANLEY J,
scientists who are studying the
-- Dr. Max Kaplan, traditions and attitudes, not
TEL. 935- 1946
a"d MARY. A. FIJAL
'
imp1ications ofleisure in a post11 A.M. TO 11!30 P.M. EVERY DAY
Leisure Studies only among the yo ung, but
industrial society and found _
(people) of all ages," he said.
that increased leisure is causing
Kaplan wrote, "Television
However,
although - his
problems m the form of
there is only 11 yea rs old and studies cover all age groups,
highways crowded with
already 1 out' of 20 persons, or Dr. Kaplan said he believes that
tourists . .
500,000 people, have sets; and the problems of older people
In addition to a large amount
Maior and Minor Re_p air
their favorite program is on are the ones most in need of
. of motor traffic, there is also an
science, followed by work :
increase .in tourist - related
construction and in Wes tern
Roll Bars, ·
1112 E. 12th Ave.
Europe the hotel prices are as
· High Performance
Tampa, Fl.
h1gh as domestic rates, Dr.
971.-4918
Engines
Kaplan said_.
"Anybody who thin~s there
8 :30 p.m., Empty Keg.
Campus Date Book
is no leisure problem is blind,"
WEDNESDAY Gregg Methods
he concluded .
Conference, 8 a.m., UC 158,251,
·
•
TODAY Activities Mart, 7 p.m ..
However, although the uc 252 . Meetthe Prof .. 8p.m., UC 252; 255 &. 256. Activities Mart, 7
problem . of leisure in this 248. "Josh White," 9 p .m .• p.m .. UC ~52. Jam Session, 8:30
p.m., Empty Keg.
country is becoming apparent Crescent Hill. .
.
CO-OP EDUCATION
to many scientists little serious FRIDAY Vocational & Education
., ·i>

•

.......

•.
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>•

Eur.o pe bec_o mes concerlled
about leisure, says l<aplan
'

----***----

The Ra;en .
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Godwin's V.W~ Service

&eo,p

·

· · d'

b ·

work 1s bem~ . one to r!ng
togeth~r the vanous theoretical
factors affecting leisure.
"What is lacking in this
co~ntry is the serious attempt
·
to develop a total the~ry, so
that we can fru1~fuUy
interrelate issues which are
sociological,
psychological,
economic, legal ; philosophical

'd
. l ,, h
an d event heo 1o,g1ca ' _e sa1 .

Dr. · Kaplan s studies of
leisure cover such subjects as
the four-day work week, the
effects of automation and the
implications of early
retirement.
These problems are different
in Europe than in the United
States,
especially
Eastern
Europe where television has
1:1ot become as widespread nor
implanted as firmly into the
culture as compared to the
situat~on here.
./
He
emphasized that
television is little used in
·~ as~ern Europe for propaganda
broadcasts.
Referring to Bucharest, Dr.

Guidance, 9 a.m .. UC 200. Chess
Night. 7 [!..m .. uc· 251 . Movie,
"Assassi;ation Bureau." 8 p.m.,
LAN 103. Coffee House, 9 p.m.,
Ernpty Keg.
SATl:JRDAY
M ovie,
"Assassination Bureau," 8 p.m.,
LAN
_
·
103
MONDAY Gregg · Methods
Conference, 8 a.m .. UC 158, 248,
25~. 2q2, 255 & 256. Activities
Mart, 7 p.m .• UC 252. Meet t~e
Prof., 8 · p.m., UC 248. Movie,
"Chicago Conspiracy Trial Film,"
8 p .m., LAN 103. "Jam Session."

w_ants,.uin·
his puts.

Friday, July 21 Otr,1 worksheets
due for those on training period
outside Tampa Bay Area and
worksheet and registration fee due
for all students on a double training
period Otrs. 4 and 1 no matter
where the location.

GeorgeUd.

1708 So.Dale Mabry,Tampa

ATTENTION:
Electrical
and
Industrial · engineering students
needed for Co-op training
assignment Otr. 1 in the Tampa
Bay Area and Jacksonville Area.
For more infotmation, contact
George Card, Ext. 2171 .

- -- · ·

NOW O_PEN!
UNIVERSIT-Y BICYCLE CENTER
RALEIGH

.

.

Franchised Dealer
Sales and Service

1220 E. Fletcher,Av.enue Phon·e 971-2277 ·
OPEN 8:00 am-6:00pm _-_ Bill Haskins Prop.

· Shop Hours: 9:00 to 6:00
Monday & Thursday 'til 9:00
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--CLASSIFIED ADS
Services Offered
TYPING-FAST.~
NEAT,
ACCURATE. All types of work.
· Nina Schiro, 111 lQ N . 22nd St. 9712139. Ifno answer, 235-3261.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPI~T-IBM
Selectric Ilw. carbon ribbon & type
changes, T URABIAN USF or other
style manuals.
Experienced: term papers, thesis
resumes, etc. Ph . 971-6041 after 6
P .M.;all day weekends-5 minutes from
USF.
.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
4 years quality work - T urabian USF Campbell, Dissertations-Term Papers-.
T hesis-Resumes, etc. IBM Selectric,.
Pica - 884-1969 Gloria.

lost & Found
Found: gray & white male cat, wearing
flea collar. Found on campus. Call ext.
2628.

Musical
Instruments
T ENO R SAXOPHONE. · Olds
·Parisian Ambassador. Go ld finish , new
p:ids, two cases. Call Bob at 974-2620
or 988-7684.
Yamaha 12-string guitar plus hardshell
case.· Exel. condition . Retail $150, sell
for $90. Road weary sou l must go
empty-handed. C all 971 -0 614
morning or eve.

Miscellaneous
.
r·

LIFEGUARD-full time. Temple
Terrace Country' Club. Come to ·pool
or call 988-4206 .. Must have good
head.

Someone to occupy house on private
lake for five weeks . 20 acres,
swimming, fishing, ·boat, dock. Low
rent-$100 plus Garden of Eden 93'22905. Near University .

Anyone interested in working with
campus entertainment, ie. Coffee House, jam sessions, etc.; call Program
Office, ext. 2637; ask for Nancy
Hutchinson.
·

Automotive
For Sale
19 5_9 Chevy Apachee
Panel Body Truck
Phone 935-7514
After 1:00 p.m.

For Rent
New building-lrg I BR furnished apt,
wall to wall carpeting, air conditioned,
pool, laundry rm, no pets. $140 mo . 2
'blks. N of Fletcher on 23rd St. Res
Mngr. 971-0385.
Beach home for rent: wk/ mo ., 2
bedrm, furn , on Boca Ciega Bay, across ·
st. fr. Gulf, Treas . Isl. $135 wk for
four; $2 p/ day per add'! per. 988-4294
after 6 p.m.
COLONIAL
OAK
APARTMENTS now leasing 1-2
bedroom furnished and unfurnish_ed;
recreation center , pool , sauna,
whirlpool bath, laundromat. Ca rpets,
-AC, electric appliances, dish was her,
garbage disposal. Unfurnished: IBR$175 , 2 BR-$200 . 14610 North
N ebraska. Phone 971 -4640.

Radio AM/ FM, 2 Police Bands,
For Sale: 1968 12 x 52' 2-Bdrm Mobile
AC/ DC. Radio Shack,portable $300:
Home. Air conditioned, furnished, 40'
best offer. Eta dorm No. 108, Jerry
awning, near USF. $3900. Call 971Blondell, 974-654 l.
1349.
, .
. - ··-·---· --· ·- ~ ..
·'70 12x60 Mobile Home, Excel. cond .
This is your LEVI store. We have
W / w shag carpet, Mediterranean
denim & . corduroys in . regulars &
decor, furnished. $800 equity and
BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & Western ,
assume$4200 balance. l0min. to USF.
hats . Only 10 min . from campus.
Phone 949-1112 .
Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska . ·
TELEVISION-RCA cpl~r portable,
excellent condition. Only S l 00. Call
New 18k solid gold Virgo sign ring .
971-6028.
$39. Call 974-2271.
7

YOU TOO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST

VW Van
$525 or best offer.
Call Bru<ce Daniell at ext., 2615 in
afternoon or Gamma I I 9, ext. 6250 in
evenings-Must Sell.

STANDARD OF QUALITY
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST

San1tone

COMPETITIVE PRICES

_ Crr!'Ji'rri Mosler D(_ll(lr:unrr

SPECIAL:

' 70 Corvette Convertible; 4-::Speect,
350 HP; 25;000 mi. warranty. $3 500.
Also ' 65 VW bus, yellow, mag wheels,
AC, carpeted, leather seats, $1I00.
Call 877-1997.

8 lbs. of bu~get
DRY CLEANING for
{Good only University Plaza Plant) .

· 1965 Olds V ista Cruiser-fully
equipped-needs work. $300 or best
offer. Call Chris at 876 -11 49 after 5
p.m.

21
CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

Misc. for Sale
Room in house. C heap. Near USF.
. Use of kit. Come see after 6PM , Mon .F ri . 11704 Country Club Pl. 5 blk s
. west of Fa!. Ave. on C'ntry Club Dr.
(Fowler) & turn right.

*

CRAFTMANSHIP AT

1970 BMW ·2002-excellent condition,
new radial tires. $2000.Call 971-602 8.

A KC Silver to y poodles, male &
females, champion bloodline. Can be
seen at l 093 8 29th Street, T ampa . 9714804.

HARRY NOVAK PRESENTS

·o

PLEASE

Offered at stud 5th generation ap ricot
poodle. Demarmis T ango ; son .of T riInternational
Champion, Jodan's
Orange Delight. 971-4804.

DON'T.

EAT MY·
MOTHER!

fA T lG UED? Mind foggy ? Aches &
pains-due to .poo r nutrition? Let our
nutritional counselor program your
nutritional needs. f':. free service. _
MONROE HEALTH FOO DS,
11103 N. 56th St., TT. Ph . 988-5000 .
Wedding
PHOTOG R A PH E R.
invitations; prices start at $10.95 per ,
l 00 to $2 00 per I 00; also with your
choice photo engraved on card .•
Numerous samples to pick from. Call
626-4668 .
See "Assassination Bureau" in LAN
I 03 , Fri<;la y & Saturday, at 8 p.m.; 50¢ .
WEEKEND MOVIE, spon sored by
University Center.

A·must see ·in ·Tampa
Adult motion pictures. You must be 18 years of age and
prove it to gain admittance. Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Midnight shows Saturday.

,,

ec~ Giy, ,,,:tllilb,,~, '

· PROGRAM CHANGES
MONDAYS & FRIDAYS EVERY WEEK

NOOUCED.
DIRECTtD BY

THE HILARIOUS TALE
OF A STRANGE
HOUSEPLANT
WHOSE APPETITE
GREW FROM THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
PETS TO MORE
SUCCULENT DISHES
. . ..
-AND LOVl!:D

:--FIERY PIECEI

RENE BOND'; BUCK KAR'rALiAN. FLORA WISEL. ALICIA FRIEDlAND
CINEMATDGIIAPltY

WCUTIYE l'IIODUCER·

tmiM•
-

•-

CARL MONSON •JACK BECKETT • HARRY H. NOVAK •ABOXOFFICE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Need babysitter for play school, 2 to 3
mornings a week. Call 872 -0986 .

1503 7th AVENUE
248-1378

ST ARTS FRIDAY MID~!7:'s~rows
CONTINUOUS SHOWS FROM 11 :45 am

TONIGHT

Urlcle Leo

thru

SUNDAY

and the
Mushroom Band
I

3~00 S. Dale Mabry

2 drink minimum
· on weekends
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ORI MA.RKERS
• Marks Anything _·
• ~aterproof
• Dries on Contact
• .Regular 35 (

DU.O TANG .

20°/o OFF
ALL
8 track tapes
cassettes ,

- FOLDERS
• :Wh-ite on·ly
- - • Regula·r 15 (

SHACK SHOP
SALE ON
• Candles & Holder~
·• ·Vases & Patches
• Games & Kits

CLEARANCE ALL
Health Foods ·
50°/o OFF _

·Wine

.,,,
. Making · ~
Kits 9.99
J/ 2
·QFF·

_.
99
-

Christmas Cards
~ndgiftwrapp ing

All posters

50~/oOFF

ART PRINTS

f 55

-

---

